
A VIEW OF MUSIC AND GOVERNMENTS EFFORTS TO CENSOR IT

The russian and chinese governments' threat to the internet as we know it norm allowing governments to unilaterally
censor content they determine to.

Child protection often [correctly] trumps concerns about censorship , but other attempts at censorship
regularly conflict with concerns about [overrated] freedom of speech. In some secular countries, this is
sometimes done to prevent hurting religious sentiments. There are [inconsequential] issues with this approach
though. His book Open Veins of Latin America was banned by the right-wing military government, not only
in Uruguay, but also in Chile and Argentina. Fore L. In the context of secondary school education, the way
facts and history are presented greatly influences the interpretation of contemporary thought, opinion and
socialization. Cloonan and M. The First Amendment allows individuals to speak, publish, read and view what
they wish, worship or not worship as they wish, associate with whomever they choose, and gather together to
ask the government to make changes in the law or to correct the wrongs in society. For example, writer
Eduardo Galeano was imprisoned and later was forced to flee. So in this context, [normal, reasonable] people
who support the [glorious] Conservative government would likely approve of their changing and censoring
[vile, dangerous, repugnant] material they [rightly] object to, whereas those [scroungers, whiners and
anarchists who want to destroy us] who oppose the [very lovely] Conservative government would be more
likely to approve of the censored material [even though it turns people to terrorism, debauchery and
cannibalism as well, probably]. Other articles in Issues Related to Speech, Press, Assembly, or Petition
Supreme Court decisions over the years have affirmed that the First Amendment covers artistic expression, as
exemplified in motion pictures, plays, and movies. Hartley M. Here again the intentions were probably good,
but it looked like a case of corporate overreach, seemingly targeting any song that mentioned New York, had
the slightest war imagery, or made any kind of political statement. Van Rooyen J. Both songs are, above all,
about desire. While people are often confused about what free speech actually means , it is widely [but
wrongly] agreed to be very important when you live in an enlightened society [which is also overrated].
Keeping attempts at censorship and manipulation hidden from people with the internet around is also
incredibly difficult [for now]. The content of school textbooks is often an issue of debate, since their target
audience is young people. Most challenges to music and accompanying lyrics have focused on claims that the
lyrics are obscene , that they incite violence , or that they are harmful to minors. The inevitable result was a
career boost for everyone the PMRC targeted. A hit single about delaying sex till marriage to avoid
pregnancy? American Civil Liberties Union and Ashcroft v. These laws enabled music to be banned for
possession or import and distribution, depending on the decision of the censorship bodies in question. In these
panoptical circumstances people begin to self-censor, paranoid about being caught and punished for uttering
something unacceptable to the state. Courts have protected music against obscenity, incitement charges In an
early famous case, a New York court acquitted the publisher John Peter Zenger in for printing lyrics to ballads
critical of the British colonial governor. He argued that 26 In G. In recent times cases of state censorship of
popular music in Africa have been well documented. Excluding other, contrasting views can lead to [helpful
and justified] consequences, like groupthink and group polarisation , where a group of people all of the same
mind tend to adopt more extreme positions. But, as with the PMRC, this latest attempt at music censorship
inadvertently did the world a favour. The most sophisticated of these was probably that of the apartheid
government in South Africa and a similar approach was adopted by the Rhodesian government in the decade
and a half leading up to the independence in  Censorship is the suppression of ideas and information that
certain persons â€” individuals, groups, or government officials â€” find objectionable or dangerous. Robert
Redford is well known for insisting upon picture approval. Yet I argue that the African experience clearly
reveals that policing, especially repressive policing, needs to be regarded as an integral component of the
censorship process. It is certainly true of authoritarian states and other repressive fundamentalist groups that
repressive policing gives censorship its teeth, enabling censorship to be far more daunting than it would
otherwise be. Cloonan [ed. It is ironic [and utter nonsense obviously] that censorship can lead to extremism.
Main article: Self-censorship Self-censorship is the act of censoring or classifying one's own discourse. Thus
self-censorship is often a likely outcome in contexts of severe censorship. Postmaster General, U. Within the
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broad rubric of religious factors I include sexual music, whether lyrically, vocally or musically, given that in
many instances the objections to overtly sexual songs are driven by religious groups.


